Coveros Planning Workshops
Creating Plans to Drive Improvement

Staying competitive in an ever accelerating world
requires the agility to manage changing priorities, get
near real-time feedback from customers, and deliver
secure, reliable software with speed. But moving to
Agile and DevOps is hard, with many variables and
often uneven results. Recognizing when your
transformation isn’t working well and taking proactive
actions to put it back on track are essential.

assess the agility of your existing process and

VALUE STREAM ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

recommend short- and medium-term steps for

A 2-Day Workshop to map and analyze a key product
value stream to determine how it can be improved.

Our QuickStart Solutions are designed to help teams
quickly recover when initiatives have stalled. Using a
predefined scope of work, these engagements focus
effort on specific areas to realize gains within weeks.

• Benchmarks your agility against others

improvement. This rigorous, proven approach to
understanding the current state helps developing a
unique, transformation plan that incrementally drives

TRANSFORMATION PLANNING WORKSHOP

the organization to its goals.

A 5-Day Intensive, Facilitated Workshop to finalize a
transformation plan based on an internal assessment
of needs.

BUSINESS RESULTS
• Measures maturity of your existing processes
• Identifies largest gaps in your agile process

ABOUT COVEROS

To educate key stakeholders and help organizations
reduce software time-to-market and improved quality,
Coveros has developed Planning Workshops. These
facilitated training and strategy sessions result in an
actionable roadmap for your organization.

COVEROS AGILITY ASSESSMENT MODEL™
The cornerstone of our transformation program is to

Connect with Coveros

A 2-to-5-Week engagement to assess your current
agility, benchmark the organization against others,
identify key gaps, and create a transformation plan.

ACCELERATING IMPROVEMENT

During these intensive workshops and engagements,
stakeholders from across the organization work
together to understand and finalize a plan of attack for
moving the transformation initiative forward.

TRANSFORMATION PLANNING ENGAGEMENT

For over a decade, Coveros has helped organizations
accelerate their software delivery utilizing the latest
DevOps and Agile methods. Our full complement of
cutting-edge services help organizations assess and
improve their software development, testing,
DevOps, and application security practices.
Software Agility Benchmark

PLANNING WORKSHOPS AND ENGAGEMENTS
Our workshops and engagements are designed to
drive improvement. The planning approach is based
on organizational need and/or budgetary constraints.

Headquartered in Northern Virginia, our clients
include such leading organizations as UnitedHealth
Group, Delta Dental, Department of Homeland
Security, Symantec, US Air Force, Fannie Mae, RSA,
WorldBank, Advent, and more.
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